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EVENT
STYLING
Have our event stylist transform the (e)Space into
something magical for your special event.



ESPACE
EVENT STYLING

EVENT STYLING
THE BLOSSOM TREE

At eSpace we bring you the best and most sought-after
vendors Brisbane has to offer. 

Our event stylists from The Blossom Tree love unique events.
They love creating products that stand out and wow all of
your guests. Understated luxury, pure opulence avant-garde
style (or even minimalism); they got you. 

They carry Australia’s biggest range of artificial Blossom
Trees and Flowerwalls. Understanding every client has a
different vision, they are at the ready to bring yours to life!

Speak to your eSpace Event Manager about booking The
Blossom Tree.



ESPACE
 

FLOOR PLAN



Lighting hire is a must in eSpace to set the mood, and create an
other-worldly experience for you and your guests.

Our Uplights are LED, battery-powered lights and have the full-
colour spectrum available. White and warm white colours are
also available so that the perfect candlelit atmosphere can be
created for your event.

An extremely versatile lighting effect, perfect for any occasion.

Choose varying packages from:
10x Uplights
15x Uplights
20x Uplights

Full setup and colour programming included. 

LIGHTING
ESPACE
EXTRAS





DJ & ULTIMATE
EXPERIENCE

Book your professional, experienced DJ through eSpace. Save
yourself the hassle, and use our preferred supplier.

With multiple packages to choose from you can do it all and have
'The DREAM Experience' otherwise scale it back and stick to the
basics! 

Some of the possible inclusions are:

- DJ and/or MC,
- Professional Sound System,
- Cordless Mic,
- In person planning meeting,
- Assistance with timeline creation,
- Decorative towers,
- Dancing on a cloud,
- Silhouette Screen,
- Starlight Dance Floor,
- Sparkulars, & CO2 Cannons
- Spot lighting, intelligent lighting, and/ or uplighting
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PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEOGRAPHY ESPACE
EXTRAS

Photography
2hrs onsite

(Deliver as many photos
possible)

 
Videography
2hrs onsite

(1 x up to 2min Recap Video)

Create memories that will last a lifetime.
 

Book our photography & videography
partners for your special event and have this
contribute to your minimum spend amount!



BOOTH
3 6 0 °

360 PHOTO BOOTH HIRE
ESPACE
EXTRAS

Impress your guests, promote your brand, and make your event truly FUN and
UNFORGETTABLE with a 360 SLOW MOTION video booth. 

You do not have to worry about all the things booth-related. Our partners at
Booth 360 will do the behind the scenes and all you have to do is crack some
moves and enjoy the party! 

The booth is equipped with everything you need:
 props, unlimited videos, special effects, live booth attendants, and so much
more. Spicing up your event is their specialty. 

Want to see how it actually works? 

Head over to Booth360.au on Instagram
to see cool videos! 
Alternatively, visit Booth360.com.au
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